
Hi my name is Kira
If you’ve used the other series of “ Orion Star Grids “, this one is the 5

th
 and the last one that completes the set.

These are Ovid Grids, set inside ovals, representing and implementing the final birthing stage of the Divine
Human. They are from the Elohim, who merge their consciousness with that of Prime Creator, to create all life
forms in existence. Use as guided but especially upon the ‘ Hara ‘( your Power Centre, just below the navel,
and slightly to your right ). They are attuned to your personal vibration for optimum effectiveness.
Please go to https://frequencyandlighthealing.com.

I. SEED GRID
This grid is responsible for New beginnings, new thoughts, ideas, cellular growth, in fact new growth at all
levels of being. It is used on other worlds to birth new species, and entirely new life forms. It has even been
involved with the birthing of all Starseeds on Earth and in the Cosmos.

II. KARMIC REDEMPTION
This grid is very adept at removing negative emotional imprints which have been created as a result of past-life
trauma. Imprints that cause us to react to situations, thereby robbing us of the power to consciously choose our
emotions. Therefore it puts an end to karmic slavery by breaking the karmic bonds that no longer serve our
Highest Good.

III. FUNDAMENTAL GRID
This is a grounding grid that deals with the fundamental grass root issues. It provides a platform for change by
going back to basics, and also helps to wipe the karmic slate clean.

IV. POWER GRID
This Power Grid Enlightens, Empowers and Energizes. It does this by accessing the ’ Kundalini Reservoir ’
in order to release it’s energy. The energy will be released in the correct amounts for you, depending upon the
condition of your energy system. Some will experience more release than others in preparation for Ascension.

V. SEER GRID
Magical and mystical abilities are imparted by the Seer Grid. It enables us to see through the veils and
dimensions beyond the energy matrix of the Earth, in order that we may bring back vital information to help
Humanity at this crucial time in our growth cycle.

VI. ATTUNEMENT GRID
The Attunement grid transmits the necessary encoding and attunements that each individual requires for his or
her growth. It gives us a personal M.O.T that will ensure the correct functioning of all of our systems.

VII. OPENING GRID
The opening of our chakras, especially our Heart Chakra is facilitated by this grid. It opens up our connection
with our Divine Centre, helping to release the treasures within. This grid is a companion to the Power Grid and
can be used simultaneously with it.

VIII. CENTERING GRID
It’s purpose is to draw all energies within enabling us to harness and conserve power, like the centrifuge ready
for action, providing us with 100% energy output for our creative endeavors.

IX. REVIVAL GRID
This grid draws back all our scattered energies from the Universe, across all time frames, dimensions and
realities, subsequently restoring us. It holds the Power of Life.

X. PLATFORM GRID
Providing the basic blueprint plans for the Divine Human, this grid utilizes all previous information and
encoding gathered, especially via the use of the previous Orion Star Grids.

XI. ELLIPTICAL GRID
The Elliptical Grid brings perfect balance and unity between the Solar and Lunar energies and elements within
us. The male and female in complete harmony.
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XII. EMBRYO GRID
This grid represents the Divine/ Human embryo, attached by the umbilicus to the Oversoul, receiving all the
necessary nutrients for its growth.

XIII. SONIC GRID
The Sonic Grid sets off sound waves that harmonize all levels of our Being. It utilizes our own personal note to
achieve this.

XIV. MUTATION GRID
Mutational energies are brought in with this grid; those that are designed to make changes to our operating
systems. This can be likened to the changes that occur within during the ’ cocoon ’ stage of development.

XV. ANCHOR GRID
This grid is responsible for anchoring descending higher frequencies into our energy fields, stabilizing us whilst
these energies are being processed and assimilated within us.

XVI. WORMHOLE GRID
Worn out elements within us are released, those that are no longer compatible with our increasingly higher
vibration. These same elements are transmuted into a higher form and then returned to us renewed.

XVII. ADJUSTMENT GRID
The Adjustment Grid prepares us for entry into a new dimensional level, making all the necessary adjustments
for ease of Birth.

XVIII. GENESIS GRID
This grid is responsible for initiating the final stages of the Birth process of the Divine Human. It accomplishes
this by downloading the birthing program from the Oversoul.

XIX. CAPSID GRID
This grid represents the Divine Human Embryo entering the Birth canal. The Divine Human Embryo, receiving
all the energetic nutrients that it requires at this stage of development.

XX. BIRTH GRID
This grid heralds the Birth into Divine Humanhood.

XXI. SEPARATION GRID
Signifies and brings about the ultimate separation from the Divine Mother/ Father, and emerging as a newly
formed Being of Light, a fully empowered Divine Being, in it’s own right.
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